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Just a notch above Great Hunting is this outfitter with high success on buck’s antelope and 

mule deer, plus bull and cow elk. In fact, these are free ranging cow elk and they are 100% 

Kill with a kill guarantee. 

 

If you can shoot you are taking home meat, if you can’t shoot an elk here, sell your rifle and 

get a bag of golf clubs. You Will Experience Some of The Best Hunting in Western Colorado! 

With many Successful Years Outfitting, the outfitter stands proud on their reputation of 

repeat satisfied hunter’s year after year! A hunting experience that's adorable, yet 

successful! 

 



Time, history, experience, knowledge with the equipment, mean a lot when pursuing wild 

deer, elk and antelope that don’t want to be pursued and are in their habitat. Every animal 

out there is alive because he could outsmart, run, travel, and hide well enough that he has 

out distanced every pursuer that has confronted him for the years of his life. 

They are not short of land, which is so important when you have an animal that travels 

country like an elk does. Over three private land leases available for your hunting.  This is 

the kind of hunting one can only find with private property hunts. Although property alone 

doesn’t do it, the habitat on that property does. The property consists of Alfalfa fields, prime 

river bottom, pines, quakes and oak brush, which are reasons why it would not be 

uncommon to see 100's of elk. Located in the Craig, Hayden, Steamboat Springs, they are 

in the famous Elk Triangle. With the number of elk higher than anywhere else in the world. 

With so many pluses to his hunts, there must be some minuses. That part rolls out like this, 

with 90% return clientele the openings in the last 20 years have been extremely few, 

because no one leaves unless they die. When they do, there is always a waiting line and 

someone else ready to fill the slot for deer elk and antelope. 

 

****I have been lucky enough to get two 4th season 5 day Bull hunt, from  

11/15-11/19/2017. 

The Guided Private Property Bull elk hunts are $ 3500 but for the last 2 have been 

discounted down to only…………………………………………………………….. $ 2795 

  

  

****Also, I have been lucky enough to get December 3 day guided cow elks from  

12/1-12/31/17. 

The Guided Private Property Cow elk hunts are normally $ 1700 but for the last 10 have 

been discounted down to only …………………………………………….……………..$ 1395 

  

There are many low cost lodging options in the area at that time also. 

  

When the licenses are sold out the elk will go back to the normal price again for next year. 

 

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for 

all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the 
hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better 

physical condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when 
you can afford it, hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a 

must for a hunter filling his bucket list!  

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

